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Chapter 2: Handsome, Can I Add You On We Chat? 
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The most urgent matter at hand was to visit the villa in Blue Wave Bay. 

Although he had a title deed, he still had to confirm it. 

Lin Fan was lucky to have the system. He only had 50 dollars in savings. 
He couldn’t even afford a taxi and could only ride a tricycle. 

It was an ordinary tricycle that was used for grocery shopping. 

Lin Fan went out and rode his tricycle to Blue Wave Bay. 

15 

He suppressed his excitement and rode for five hours before finally 
arriving at the entrance of Blue Wave Bay. 
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If it wasn’t for Lin Fan’s good physique and him not staying up at night, 
he wouldn’t have been able to ride such a long distance. 
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Blue Wave Bay was one of the most upscale districts in Shanghai. Just 
as he reached the entrance, he was stopped by the security guards. 

It wasn’t because the security guards had bad taste. Lin Fan was 
wearing cheap clothes that cost tens of dollars and riding a tricycle. 
Anyone would have stopped him. 
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However, to Lin Fan’s surprise, the security guards were too 
enthusiastic. 

According to the usual novels, the security guards would first look down 
on the protagonist and chase him away. Then, they would criticize the 
protagonist for being poor. In the end, the protagonist would shout that 
change is the only constant. 

But in reality, Blue Wave Bay was the richest neighborhood. The security 
guards here had undergone special training. Even if they were facing 
poor people, they would not neglect them. 
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The thing was, Lin Fan was… very handsome. 
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How could such a handsome person look like an ordinary person? 
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“Hello, please show me your door card.” A tall security captain hurried 
over and smiled. 

“Door card? I just bought a house. Is the title deed okay?” Lin Fan took 
out the title deed. 

“Of course.” 

“The security department of Blue Wave Bay district welcomes Mr. Lin!” 
The security captain stood straight and respectfully. After looking at the 
title deed, his gaze turned serious. 

“Welcome, Mr Lin!” The security guards quickly lined up in two rows and 
bowed to Lin Fan in unison. 

“Mr Lin, please come in. If you need any service, feel free to bring it up. 
The Blue Wave Bay District has top-notch security,” the security captain 
said. 
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After all, this was the Blue Wave Bay district. The security here surprised 
Lin Fan. 

If it were security guards from any other place, they would have chased 
him away when they saw him riding on a broken tricycle and wearing 
street goods. 
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Without much thought, Lin Fan rode his tricycle into the district. 

After walking far away, the security captain heaved a sigh of relief. 

“Captain, is that person really the owner of the district? I don’t think so.” 
The new security guard asked. 

“Xiao Liu, remember this. The more ordinary someone is, the more you 
can’t underestimate them.” 
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“Do you know what happened today? The Lake Heart Villa in our district 
was bought by a mysterious tycoon,” the security captain said earnestly. 

“Holy shit… Mr Lin is the owner of the Lake Heart Villa?” 

“Many rich people want to buy the Lake Heart Villa, but the villa hasn’t 
been sold for two years. There’s only one Lake Heart Villa in the entire 
Blue Wave Bay District. Many people can’t buy it even if they have the 
money.” 

“My goodness, Mr Lin is too low-profile.” 
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“Wearing street goods and riding a tricycle to the Blue Wave Bay district. 
Is this the world of the rich?” 
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Even the trained security guards were shocked. 

Lin Fan was the owner of the most luxurious villa in the entire Blue Wave 
Bay district, Lake Heart Villa! 

The rarer something was, the more valuable it was. There was only one 
Lake Heart Villa in the Blue Wave Bay district, which meant that it could 
rise in value in the future. 
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This was also the reason why many tycoons wanted to buy the Lake 
Heart Villa. In a few years, the value of the villa would double! 

He had just entered the district. Compared to those luxury cars, Lin 
Fan’s tricycle was too different from the norm. 

In less than a moment, he had attracted the attention of many girls. 

“Wow, look, there’s a handsome guy riding a tricycle there.” 
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“I love it, I love it. I didn’t know anyone could look so cool while riding a 
tricycle.” 
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“That handsome guy seems to be the new owner of our neighborhood. 
I’ve never seen him before.” 

1 

“What’s his name? I feel like I’m in love.” 

“…” 



Lin Fan was already used to being surrounded by people. He was 
handsome so he had no choice but to accept it. 
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When he walked into the Blue Wave Bay district, Lin Fan was stunned. 

Blue Wave Bay District was a high-end district in Shanghai. The 
environment in the district, vegetation, and air were already extremely 
good. 

The scenery around him was beautiful. Multicolored light filled the sky 
and the setting sun shone on the lake. It was beautiful beyond words. 
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He first passed through a few dozen high-level districts before seeing the 
villa district. 

Walking further in, he entered the villa district. 
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Village-style exquisite villas were scattered among the verdant trees. It 
seemed to be far away from all the hustle and bustle of the city. 

Here, a high-rise house cost 20 to 30 million yuan. 

And the price of a villa was more than 100 million! 

There were a total of ten small islands in the district. The roads were 
connected, and there were black marble floors and white light red tiles. 
The ten villas were scattered around the small island in succession. 

Among them, the most luxurious was the Lake Heart Villa. 
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In terms of size, location, and renovation, it was far superior to any other 
villa. 



1 

The balcony of the Lake Heart Villa was very big, and the sea view in the 
distance could be seen clearly. 

In front of the villa was a huge lawn with a swimming pool at the back. 
On the right side of the villa was a parking lot surrounded by flowers and 
plants. 

As far as the eye could see, there were many girls in bikinis by the lake. 
Under the setting sun, they looked like a landscape painting. 

The moment Lin Fan entered the villa, a pretty girl was already waiting 
there. 

Xia Ranran, the property agent of Blue Wave Bay District. 

She had long received news that the villa in the middle of the lake had 
been bought by a mysterious tycoon, so she was here to welcome him. 
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When Xia Ranran saw Lin Fan, if it was in the past, she would definitely 
not actively look for a rickshaw rider. 
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But Lin Fan’s figure, looks, and aura stunned Xia Ranran. 

A simple white long-sleeved shirt and a handsome face. Even though he 
was riding a dilapidated tricycle, he gave off a clean and carefree feeling. 
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Lin Fan’s actions, face, and calm demeanor made him look like an 
absolute hunk. 

If there was a way to describe him, it would be ‘Prince Charming’. 

1 



Xia Ranran was stunned. He’s way too handsome… 

“Hello, do you know how to get around here?” Lin Fan asked as he rode 
his tricycle to Xia Ranran. 

“Ohhh… yes.” 

“Handsome, may I know which house you own? I’ll bring you there.” Xia 
Ranran’s cheeks heated up as she gave a standard smile, feeling a little 
embarrassed. 

Prince Charming had actually taken the initiative to talk to her. The most 
important thing was that when she looked at Lin Fan up close, he was 
still so handsome. 
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“Here.” Lin Fan took out his title deed. 

“Wow…” 

“So you are the owner of the Lake Heart Villa. I didn’t expect you to be 
so young, so talented, and so different from the rest.” Xia Ranran 
lowered her head shyly. She was already stunned. 

Those who could afford the Lake Heart Villa were worth at least one 
billion! 

She had originally thought that only those big bosses could afford such a 
villa, but Lin Fan was so young, so handsome, and… so rich. 
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“You flatter me.” Lin Fan smiled. 

When they reached the entrance of the Lake Heart Villa, Xia Ranran 
looked at Lin Fan’s back view and blinked. “Handsome, I’ll be in charge 
of the property management in the future, so… can I add you on 
WeChat?” 
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